Coach’s Cor ner
By Larry Wise

I

The Recurve Archer

started shooting archery when I was eight
years old because I wanted to. I was interested
in making arrows fly to a target; I thought it
was neat. No one helped me much other than
to buy me a fiberglass bow and a few wooden
arrows. Other than that, I was on my own and the
neighbors were nervous.
When I was about 12, my dad bought us
both some better fiberglass recurve bows and
we started shooting with some of the local guys.
We joined a club in the next county and traveled
there to shoot on weekends. We had a great time
but none of us knew much about shooting, so
we copied others and tried things on our own,
hoping to make ourselves better. There was no
coach available and no program to help me or
the adults. The only guide we had was a book
called “Power Archery” by Dave Keneagy. With
that bit of help, we had our fun and our frustrations and kept shooting because we liked archery
and bowhunting.
Today is different. Today, there are lots of
organizations to join, coaches to help and archery The recurve section of the Lancaster Archery showroom is large. Showroom
Manager Chris Scott is holding two popular takedown bows that beginners buy.
shops to go to for assistance. The equipment His smile is because this section brings in business all year long.
available today is incredible. As a youth, I had two
choices: Bear or Ben Pearson. There are also lots of organizaBasic Archery Training
tions to join to further your archery interest.
Most of your customers who choose to shoot a recurve
This all sounds great but with so much available, where bow will need some form of training. If you, the dealer, have
does an archer start? What bow(s) should they start with? little or no experience with recurve shooting, then the folAnd if they want to continue beyond the beginner level, what lowing will be helpful as you begin to stock bows and accesequipment should they buy and what training should they sories and build clientele.
look for? What service can they get for their equipment and
RULE ONE: HAVE FUN
where can they get it?
It took me a while to learn this one but with the help of
The big question of this article is this: what equipment some of my friends, I figured out that the first rule of archery
do you need to offer in your shop and what assistance must is to have fun. If it isn’t fun, then why are you doing it? If you
you be able to give if you want to attract the recurve cus- can’t smile while you are shooting and if you can’t laugh at
tomer? How do you tap into recurve archery if you want to yourself at least once every day while you train, then archery
will become drudgery: hard, dull work. Your job is to have
take advantage of this yearlong customer stream?
I know a few experts at the recurve game, so I asked fun while helping others to have fun.
BEGINNING RECURVE-BOW ARCHERY FORM
some questions. The answers are here to help every dealer
If you are a dealer and have a shooting area or lanes,
who wants to expand their recurve bow business and service
then, as soon as you are able, take the USA Archery Level
the recurve-shooting customer.
I recently interviewed Chris Scott, showroom manager One or Level Two Instructor Certification course. These are
at Lancaster Archery, to learn how Lancaster supplies and the courses used by the partner organizations USA Archery,
works with the recurve archer. One of his first statements the National Field Archery Association and the Archery
was “This recurve section of our showroom gets year-long Shooters Association in coordination with the Archery Trade
traffic, as the recreational and target archer needs product Association and the Easton Foundation. They will help you
learn the basics of teaching archery safety, range setup,
and service beyond the hunting season.”
equipment, the steps of shooting form, first coaching skills,
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This is the look when you shoot your first 10 and Dad (Chris Scott)
captures it on camera. This young archer is hooked for life now and
will soon move to better and better equipment as he grows. Your
retail shop can supply the needs of fathers and children like this.

skill drills and lesson plans.
Becoming certified is essential for a successful program.
By learning these standardized skills and techniques, you
will learn new and consistent habits for teaching your students. In other words, you need to replace old and inconsistent habits with better ones. In turn, your students will learn
the simplest and fastest way to become proficient at archery
and to have fun while being safe.
The manuals are highly useful. They provide the necessary information to run your program and great illustrations
that you can post in your range or hand out to your students.
I have included the range safety chart here as an example.
EQUIPMENT FITTING
Fitting someone with a bow is crucial to getting their
form correctly developed. If the bow doesn’t fit properly,
they won’t learn to shoot properly. This is true for compounds as well as recurve bows.
Checking the listings for recurve bow lengths, you’ll find
overall bow lengths from 54-70 inches. Most manufacturers make risers in two lengths, 23 and 25 inches and limbs
ranging in draw weights from 15-46 pounds. Several bow
manufacturers make three lengths of limbs so when they are
matched to their two different-length risers, you can build
bows from 54-70 inches long. Other manufacturers make

Safety is the first order of business for any archery shop, club or
range. Post your safety rules where all can see them. Buy this chart
from USA Archery and take the Level One or Level Two Instructors’
certification course to learn more about safe shooting and proper
instruction. An effective range program is certified.

Limbs and handle risers, like those at right, are available from
many manufacturers and are easy to fit to a customer. An archer
can select a good riser and begin with inexpensive limbs and
as their ability and interest increase, they can move to more
expensive and better-performing limbs as well as higher-quality
accessories.
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Guiding the Customer to the
Right Bow

THE INEXPERIENCED: When new
customers visit your shop and express
interest in recurve bows, you need to
first ask if they have experience or not.
According to Scott, the staff wants to
know “What purpose, what style and
what likes does this customer have?”
Some customers just want to shoot
in their back yard and maybe hunt while
some may want to eventually pursue
target archery. Some parents interested
in getting their children started may
have a strict budget to follow: an important consideration.
According to Scott, “We look at the
My grandson shot his first arrows at age five. From the beginning, he learned how to set archer’s age, strength and coordination
his feet, hold the bow and draw to anchor on his cheek. Most importantly, he learned to level when deciding on a bow for a new
place his drawing arm in line with the arrow so he could “hold” the bow effort in his back
archer. If they show low strength, then we
and release with consistency. Now, a year later, he is self-sufficient with his bow.
start with low pounds of draw. If they are
better coordinated, then we may show
similar configurations so you can fit shorter/younger archers them better quality equipment.”
As you talk with your customer, you will learn what I call
to shorter bows and taller/older archers to longer bows.
For the younger/smaller archer, you can take advantage their “archery IQ.” Many have unrealistic ideas about what
of bow lengths of 54-66 inches in draw weights ranging from they can do with a bow and arrow. As Scott said, “Many
10-35 pounds. It is vitally important to get the length and want and think they can handle 50 pounds. So, often, I’ll
weight matched to the shooter’s size so they can physically pick up a 50 pounder and let them draw it. In that instant,
manage the bow, properly place their bow hand on the riser they realize just how incorrect their idea about archery really
grip section and easily establish proper holding position: is. They realize that maybe they need my guidance from this
a straight bow arm and their drawing forearm positioned point on.”
behind and in line with the arrow.
Once you and your customer are on the same page, so
Some guidelines for recurve bow length and draw to speak, you can move forward to select the appropriate
weight are as follows:
equipment for that archer. Once again, Scott stated it clearly:
RECURVE BOW LENGTH AND DRAW WEIGHT
“We proceed on a case-by-case basis. We know that there is
ARCHER HEIGHT UP TO 5’4” UP TO 5’10” 5’10”+
a bow for everyone.”
BOW LENGTH
54”
62”
64-70”
DRAW WEIGHT
10-20# 15-30#
25-46#
Also consider how the archer’s hand fits the riser grip
section; smaller bows have smaller grips for smaller hands. A
larger hand will need a larger grip section. Mastering a properly placed bow hand with knuckles at a 45 degree angle to
the riser is essential, so give it special attention when working with growing young shooters. Getting the grip trained
correctly is a prerequisite to shooting your best scores.

Archery’s
You may not need to have this many beginner bows on the
display rack but having a few is important. Many beginners
overestimate how much draw weight they can handle but can
quickly decide once they draw a bow. You can also judge their
strength and control and guide them to what is appropriate.
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I’m sure you are already aware that most kids need There is a multitude
to start with a simple bow with no sight. My grandson of bow sights, arrow
rests, kisser buttons
is six now and has a simple red fiberglass bow that can and the like available
be shot right- or left-handed. That is all he needs for for recurve bows, just
now because he isn’t going to shoot 100 arrows every as there is for comday: only a few when I’m with him. Start simple when it pound bows. Knowing
what and how much to
comes to kids and, if interest develops, move them up to stock is always a tricky
better equipment.
decision. Start small
THE EXPERIENCED: Customers with a bit of expe- and build as you learn
rience will want a little better equipment. The next step what your customer
up the bow ladder is a three piece takedown model like base and local area like
and need.
the Samick Sage. Beyond that, Scott recommended “a
good metal riser like the Win&Win Axiom for about $100
and limbs for about $90.” The next level is the Premium SS
riser at $190 and better limbs for $190. Of course, the most
serious recurve archers buy top-level carbon risers at about
$800 while the best limbs are $900.
ACCESSORIES: There is a wide range of accessories. For
example, bow sights start at $20 for a simple Cartel model,
or $40 for a little better one. At the top end, you can spend
$350-$400 for an Axcel carbon-bar bow sight.
Tabs and armguards begin at $8 and elevate to $90 for
a good leather longbow style arm guard. PSE Razorback
arrows start at $5.25 each and feature a point that sticks into
foam target butts when shot at low velocity. Bow stringers,
necessary for safety, cost about $10-$35 and should be sold
for any recurve that needs stringing.

Top-of-the-line recurve bows feature
machined risers and high-quality limbs with
carbon layers. They are all prepared to receive
the best bow sights and stabilizers. Once your
recurve business expands, you may want to
stock a few of these so your customers can get
that feel in their hands.

Teaching the Archer’s T Position
Before giving students bows and arrows, teach them
how to stand and hold their bow properly. Posture at full
draw should be based on the letter “T.” Just stand up straight
and raise your arms out to your sides and you form a “T.”
From this position, you can build proper holding position.
The teaching sequence is as follows:
1. Stand upright with your arms raised and extended
horizontally, with palms forward.
2. Set your heels under your shoulders.
3. Roll your shoulders back and down into their most
stable position.
4. Set your head over your spine with your chin level,
facing forward.

Reen Steenkamp
editor@africanarcher.com
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This inexpensive PSE kit has it all: bow, arrows, guard, tab, bow
stringer and more. This is an easy way for young archers to get
started and makes a great birthday or Christmas gift.

5. Bend the release arm at the elbow and touch the
second crease of the index finger to the lips. Turn your head
toward the target, with your chin level. Your index fingertip
should touch the corner of your mouth.
6. Form a “stop sign” with the bow hand and relax the
fingers and thumb.
This resulting position is holding position. From this
posture, you can effectively and most efficiently execute an
archery shot by transferring the holding effort to your back
muscles. When the student feels this position, they have a
goal to reach when they finally get a real bow in their hands.
STRETCH BAND INSTRUCTION
1. A simple stretch band tied in a loop is an easy way
to help students establish proper holding position. Use the
band instead of the bow after establishing position with the
archer’s T. Your students can raise and draw the band just
like a bow and then set their shoulders and anchor points
for you to check
and adjust.
2.
To practice a release, a
student can place
the loop around
their foot, grip
the loop like a
bowstring
and
stand up straight
with their holding arm extended
and relaxed. Their
hooked fingers will
hold the loop tenThe ONLY U.S. Official Manufacturer
sion. When they
“refuse to hold,”
For Information Contact,
their fingers will
mlpress1@aol.com
www.mapleleafpress.com
relax and the loop
Phone 616-846-8844
will pull through
Fax 616-846-6408
their fingers like
1215 S. Beechtree Street, Grand Haven, MI 49417
the
bowstring.

N
Waterproof EW!
and Extremely
Tear Resistant

NFAA Field & Hunter
and FITA Field Faces

This chart shows the steps of shooting form taught in the Level
One and Two Instructor courses. They are part of the National
Training System for recurve (Olympic) shooting. The wall-size chart
is available through USA Archery. Following this standardized system will help archers utilize proper biomechanics so they are more
efficient, more accurate and less subject to injury.

They must be careful not to “thrust open” their fingers but
instead just allow them to go limp.
3. Next, combine these two skills to help your students get a very realistic experience of drawing, holding and
releasing a recurve bow.
These skills and more make the stretch band a very useful teaching tool. I use it for all forms of archery teaching and
home-practice assignments.

Steps of Shooting Form
Once archers have their equipment, they must begin
learning how to shoot. You need to teach them effectively
so they become consistent. My mentor and former Olympic
coach Bud Fowkes always told me that to reach your highest
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Junior Olympic Archery Development (JOAD) is a program that
appeals to youth who have progressed beyond the beginner level.
At the Lancaster Archery Academy, Coach Bryan Brady posts some
new member names on the club bulletin board. As they progress,
they can see their names rise to the top level on the board. The club
has activities twice a week.

get his explanation of what the Lancaster Archery Academy
offers to the public.
“We offer a one hour, one time Discover Archery class to
beginners,” Brady told me. “That gives them an intro to safety
and gets them shooting for about half an hour.” There is no
other commitment if you do it this way; it’s very low-pressure
for the customer.
I asked Brady what was next on the list of offerings. He
said, “The next offering for the beginner is the six week, six
session Experience Archery program, which gives archers a
taste of the recurve bow, the compound bow and the longbow in the first three lessons. In the final three sessions, they
can concentrate on the bow they like best.” This is a great
program to my way of thinking.
Beyond the Experience Archery program, the Academy
offers a six week Intermediate Archery course and a six
week Introduction to Competition course. At the conclusion
of these, the youth archer is ready to move into the Junior
Olympic Archery Development program while an adult
can participate in any leagues offered or in local, state and
national level tournaments. They may want to shoot in the
Lancaster Archery Classic, a major professional and amateur
tournament sponsored by Lancaster Archery every January.
This tournament expects to host 1200 archers this coming
year: a great way to test a newly acquired ability to focus.
Beyond group programs, the Academy offers one-onone coaching. During my visit, Academy Director Heather
Pfeil was conducting a first session with a new student. This
involved making a complete list of this experienced archer’s

level of shooting consistency, you had to know and do three
things:
1. Learn what to do.
2. Learn how to do it.
3. Learn when to do it.
Learning when to do each shooting-form action is the
most important. Doing each action at the proper time is
what enables you to repeat your performance at your highest rate.
Many archers I see do all of the necessary actions
to make a good archery shot but do
not reach their potential. They fall short
because they perform certain actions
out of order. For example, I see many
archers set their stance, nock an arrow,
set their hands, raise and draw the bow
and then shift their feet just a bit, shift
their bow hand slightly or move their
head a tiny bit. At that instant, they
find themselves unable to repeat this
action even twice out of a hundred tries
because once you reach full draw, it’s not
humanly possible to repeat foot or hand
shifting or to repeat head movement.
By following a well-organized and
BoWstring
Bo
string material With safety, staBility,
long-established set of standardized
speed, duraBility. RELY ON BCY
steps, you can get things done at the
right time and reach your highest level
BCY-X - the latest and best compound bowstring - tough, fast, no creep.
of performance. You need to teach these
452X - still preferred by many top compound archers and bow companies for complete
organized steps as they are presented
stability.
in the Level One instructor’s manual.
8125G - for higher arrow speed. the preferred bowstring for recurves.
I have included the steps of shooting
8190F
- low creep, 100% toughest dyneema. Compound or recurve.
poster here for your information.

Archery Programs to Offer at
Your Shooting Lanes
What programs should you offer to
those who want to learn archery? During
my recent trip to Lancaster Archery, I
caught up with Coach Bryan Brady to

Dynaflight 97 - the original dyneema bowstring - very durable and safe. use on mid
quality compounds and modern recurves. also crossbows.
B55 polyester is offered for older, co m pou nd, and recu

Whatever you’re looking for in a bowstring material, serving thread, or
bowstring accessories, BCY CAN HELP YOU.

BCYFIBERS.COM
1-piece_475x4875_wide_NEW.indd 1
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equipment and making sure the bow matched the archer
and the arrows matched the bow.
Pfeil also recorded video of the student from four angles
and made her first recommendations for changes to her
shooting form. The video system was top-of-the-line technology for an archery shop: a nice goal for a new shooting
lanes operation.

Games and Activities
Your job as a coach or advisor is to be sure that every
archer in your group learns to have fun
while shooting and focusing on the positive is essential to that. Scheduling games
and activities that relieve stress and promote group togetherness are important
parts of any program that attends to the
needs of the entire individual. Your athletes will thrive when a variety of activities are in front of them at each practice
session. Just shooting arrows at 20 yards
every session isn’t very appealing and
doesn’t prepare anyone for much other
than shooting lots of arrows, period.
Inventing new games and new team
activities keeps young archers interested.
A fun game I use with youth groups is the
blind man’s archery team event. Choose
teams of three or four archers, blindfold
the shooter and have the others direct

the shooter without touching them for an end of five arrows
at eight to 10 yards. Then switch shooters until each team
member has shot five arrows. High score wins.
Shooting this game forces the shooter to “feel” their full
draw posture and try to repeat it. The others on the team
learn verbal skills for directing and should pick up on how
to look through the shooter’s sight to help him or her line up
on the target. It’s really fun to watch and referee this event; I
can’t keep from laughing out loud when I do it. My students
want to play it over and over at following practice sessions.
Be creative; try different
games until you find several that
interest your group or individual.
Keep the variety and fun level up!

When engaging with a new student, it is a good
idea to gather the important measurement and
related information about the student’s bow setup.
Here, Coach Heather Pfeil, Lancaster Academy
director, measures stabilizer length and records it
on a student’s information sheet along with arrow
size, point weight and more. Assessing where you
are is essential in deciding where to go next.

TM

Patent Pending

Rangefinders work great

WHEN YOU PICK
THE RIGHT PIN!
With Field Eye you won’t shoot
over or under the vitals. Easy
heat-shrink application. Includes
15 to 70 yard markers in two
sizes to fit most sight pins. Watch
the video at fieldeye.com

Call (844) 231-0849 or email
us at service@fieldeye.com

This four camera setup records the first video for
this new student. The coach has to know where the
student is presently before making any suggestions
for improvement. The video is a great tool and
when the student can see themselves immediately,
they can better understand what the coach is helping them to do.

USA Archery and the JOAD
Program
The best place to go for youth
archery development is the Junior
Olympic Archery Development
(JOAD) program within the USA
Archery organization. The JOAD
program is designed to channel
young archers, ages eight to 20,
into competitive avenues and
provide the structure for them to
compete against others of their
age level and at age-appropriate
distances. It is a local club program. There may be one near you
or maybe you can establish one.
The biggest and most important question regarding a youth
archer is what style they should
shoot: recurve/fingers or compound/release. Typically, I recommend that parents start their
really young kids, ages three to
eight, with a recurve bow and
two or three arrows. The purpose
of this is for the archer to just
have fun shooting a few arrows
because their attention span
is so short that doing more is
not always feasible or desirable.
Once they grow into more serious archery at ages eight through
10, a decision should be made
regarding what style they want
to develop.
A discussion with the student about long-term dreams or
goals can be the decision-maker.
If JOAD youth express an interest in either winning an Olympic
medal with the recurve or winning World Championships with
a compound, then their path
is set accordingly. That guides
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them into a bow style and the next level of competition.
Sometimes distance plays a role in the decision because
some youths can only reach the longer distance for their
age group with a compound. In these cases, the student can
develop the necessary mental and physical competition
skills with a compound and switch back to a recurve when
their strength level allows. Some young archers are just more
comfortable with one style over the other, so with that style,
they will enjoy archery more and stay interested.
If you want more information about JOAD and/or a
JOAD Handbook, contact usarchery.org to search for more
information about other programs available.
The NFAA has the After School Archery Program (ASAP)
available and you may be able to find one or start one in
your area. This program also supports both the recurve/
fingers and compound/release shooting styles. Contact
the NFAA at www.fieldarchery.com or (605) 260-9279 for
more information.

S3DA: Scholastic 3-D Archery (www.s3da.org)
If you and others in your area are interested in 3-D
archery, then you may want to get involved with the 3-D program offered by the Scholastic Archery Association. Its goal
is to foster 3-D archery by providing an after-school program
for youth. The program connects kids, schools, archery clubs
and dealers in order to establish training as well as local and
state tournaments.
The purpose of S3DA is to sanction and conduct a multilevel 3-D archery tournament program, help to develop and
support teams and assist in building the support and infrastructure for local clubs that grow 3-D youth archery across
the country. Of course, another integral part is developing
instructional materials and programs as well as setting and
enforcing the rules of the game. For more information about
starting a local group, email info3darchery@gmail.com.

Conclusion
A few recurves won’t take up much space on your showroom wall; there is no need to start big. Neither do a few
tabs and arm guards, so move several compounds aside and
get started. Be sure to include a few arrows that match the
recurve draw weights.
There are lots of helpful sources for learning what to
order. I am sure your distributor will have suggestions as to
what works well at other shops in their distribution area. You
can also take a survey of customers that frequent your shop
to gauge their interest and knowledge level and then apply
that information when making your first order.
I hope the insights that I have provided here are helpful
to your efforts to service beginning and experienced recurve
archers. No matter where you start, I hope your business
grows to be profitable all year long.
Keep well; shoot straight.
Larry Wise
Editor’s Note: Larry Wise is available to conduct one and
two day Core Archery Academies on shooting form. Reach
him by email at larry@larrywise.com or call him at (717)
994-2289. Larry has a DVD title: “Core Archery Back Tension:
Defined and Demonstrated.” The DVD is available at larrywise.com for $19.95. Check out past articles by Larry Wise on
the twin websites of ArrowTrade. Use arrowtrademag.com
for high-speed connections or see arrowtrademagazine.com
for PDF downloads of articles.

Rancho Safari, Inc.
CatQuiver® VII.5
• Mini is detachable from
pack.
• Water bottle holders
on both sides.
• Internal lightweight
frame system.
• Bow and crossbow
strap retainers.
• Padded waist belt
system with 3
pockets on each
side.
• Compression
straps and D-rings
for attaching accessories.
Capacity: 2,200 cu. in.

Available at your dealers or
visit our website at:
This section at Lancaster Archery is just for traditional equipment. There are lots of sizes to fit all likes and needs. You will need
to decide what is appropriate for your shop and your clientele and
what makes a profit.

www.ranchosafari.com.
Post Office Box 691, Ramona, CA 92065
• jerry@ranchosafari.com •
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